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Video Art Miden::
Meta-Thesis
Curated by Olga & Gioula Papadopoulou
What has become of humanity in our meta world? 8 video artists collect and process thoughts
about humanity, state their philosophical/political point of view and attempt to capture the
essence of our current being.
[“Thesis” in the Greek language means “position in space” (literally) and “point of view”
(metaphorically). “Meta” means “after”. The compound word “metathesis” means “transfer to
a new location”.]
Hana Yoo, Anthropology of Dead Body, Germany 2019, 11.00

The anthropology of dead body investigates the dead body across various symbolic orders,
focusing on a peculiar matter located between human and nonhuman, material and immaterial,
the precious and the abandoned among living humans. Staging pseudo-educational
documentary, the film raises questions about the nature of categorization and focuses on the
discrimination that arises from the hierarchy of the binaries.
BIO: Hana Yoo creates experiential works in video and film that investigate the nature of
artificiality and its politics, altered mental states, schizophrenic/synthetic perspectives of
speculative space. Focusing on the immateriality of moving images, she explores relations with
various media such as poetry and digital game through storytelling. Her works have been
shown at museums and festivals including the Fotomuseum (Winterthur, Switzerland), Musrara
Mix Festival (Jerusalem, Israel), and 9th Cairo Video Festival (Cairo, Egypt). She lives and works
in Berlin.
Nikos Kostopoulos, Unnamed symphony, Netherlands 2017, 1.13

The video sets the question "what is the use of public space?". It is the result of theoretical,
audiovisual and performative research on the re-regulation of the use of public spaces.
BIO: Nikos Kostopoulos was born in 1982 in Thessaloniki, Greece. He started as a self-taught
photographer, filmmaker and visual artist and has participated in various international art
exhibitions since 2010. In 2015-2017 he graduated from the MFA in Photography from AKV St.
Joost in the Netherlands.

In his work, he researches interaction and participation in situating images with social impact.
Using a variety of techniques that combine multiple and new media he creates situations,
audio-visual installations and interventions that raise dialogue and discord.
Marcos Bonisson & Khalil Charif, Kopacabana, Brazil 2019, 13.33

Film set in the neighborhood of Copacabana, elaborated through a collage of current and
archive images (Super 8 and digital). An experimental work narrated by the significant speech of
the poet Fausto Fawcett, and sonorized by the musician Arnaldo Brandao.

BIO: Marcos Bonisson & Khalil Charif are artists born in Rio de Janeiro. They both studied in the
Escola de Artes Visuais do Parque Lage, in their hometown. Bonisson holds a degree in
Literature and a Master degree in Art and Culture. Charif obtained a post-graduate degree in
Art History and studied Art-Philosophy. Working together they participated in the “Moving
Image New York” (USA, 2016/2017), "XIX Bienal de Cerveira" (Portugal, 2017), "Arte Laguna
Prize" (Italy, 2017), “Aesthetica Short Film Festival” (UK, 2018), “Traverse Video” (France, 2019),
”BIENALSUR” (Argentina, 2019), among other exhibitions and festivals.

Kuesti Fraun, Order is chaos, Germany 2019, 1.30

Filming an anagram poem.
Kuesti Fraun (visualization)
Sarah Thöle (text & sound)

The film has been screened in Poetry Film Festival Vienna Austria 2019 (premiere) and ZEBRA
International Poetry Film Festival, Berlin Germany 2019.

BIO: Kuesti Fraun is an independent German filmmaker and author who specializes in the
production of short-format stories in text, motion picture and sounds, having screenings and
appearances in festivals, exhibitions, museums and radio since 1999.

Eta Dahlia, Capricorn, UK 2018, 2.18

Capricorn is a video poem that aims to create a new type of poetic language, integrating spoken
word with moving image and not merely echoing or illustrating the spoken word with Visuals.
The video poem presented here is part of an album of thirteen compositions called Tsvetochki,
which combines spoken word, images, colours and music to create coherent and complete
multimedia poetic pieces. The project aims to integrate the audio-visual elements into
inseparable rhythmic and rhyming compositions. This approach strives to reach a universal type
of poem, where the natural language of the spoken word is only a part of the composition and
the knowledge of this language does not limit the understanding and appreciation of the piece.
The work is collaborative and includes the original score by Andrey Novikov and calligraphy by
Nik Nightingale.
The name Tsvetochki means Little Flowers in Russian and alludes to the size of the poems,
which are exceptionally short, sometimes only three words long. This echoes with the ascetic
spirit of the works by St Francis of the same name.

BIO: Eta Dahlia is a Russian poet and filmmaker based in London. His work combines minimalist
Russian poetry with a range of other audio-visual media. He works with spoken word, images,
colours and music, integrating these elements into inseparable rhythmic and rhyming
compositions to create coherent and complete multimedia poetic pieces. One of his goals is to
strive to achieve a universal type of a poem, where the understanding and appreciation of the
piece is not limited to its original language. Recently, Eta Dahlia's work has been exhibited at

the National Poetry Library at Southbank Centre (London), the Centre for Recent Drawing
(London) and various poetry film festivals.

Francisco-Julian Martinez-Cano & Athanasia Stergiaki, ALC-SKG, Greece 2019, 2.25

An alien individual explores the streets of a new city, Thessaloniki, for the first time, while
trying to capture the experience in video selfies, the image evolves in its digital nature losing
it΄s souvenir essence while it turns into a different expression.
BIOS:
Francisco-Julian Martinez-Cano was born in Alicante, Spain. He studied Fine Arts at Miguel
Hernandez University, Spain; University of Central Lancashire, United Kingdom, University of
Granada, Spain and University of Vasque Country, where he ended his degree with the major of
Audiovisual Practice. He has created several video art works and multimedia audiovisual
products.
His artistic career has been focused since 2006 on the mixture of science and art to generate
new audiovisual discourses. As a researcher, he studies and analyzes the technologies of virtual
reality and augmented reality, and its hybridization with cinema and videogames, for the
creation of new audiovisual entertainment products, paying attention to contemporary
transmediation phenomena and the mass media.
He is a member of the OCAP research group, whose objectives are the study of the visual and
audiovisual image and the communicative functions of emerging media. He is also the
monograph editor of the scientific journal Miguel Hernandez Communication Journal.

Currently he is an assistant professor at Miguel Hernandez University, Alicante, Spain, where he
lectures in the degrees of Fine Arts and Audiovisual Communication. He has been visiting
professor at the University of Beira Interior (Portugal), the University of Evora (Portugal), the
University of the Californias International (Mexico) and the Plymouth College of Art (United
Kingdom).
Athanasia Stergiaki was born in Larisa. She studied Musicology at the Faculty of Fine Arts,
School of Music Studies, at Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (A.U.TH.). She continued her
postgraduate studies at the School of Engineering of Aristotle University of Thessaloniki,
specializing in the new Information and Communication Technologies and the application of
Audio & Video Technologies in education and production. She has created many audiovisual
multimedia applications that can be implemented in education. Also, she has been involved, by
means of numerous projects, in the teaching and practice of audiovisual media through the
production of short and feature-length films, including the “stop-motion” animation technique.
The most representative works are: “A dinosaur on my balcony” feature-length film (2016,
Delmouzos Theatre), “Under the lights of the red, the Salonika sleeps” (2017, Delmouzos
Theatre) feature-length documentary film, “Dikaiomatoulis- the man with human rights”, short
film, “The journey of the porphyry of the separate” short film, “80 years of experimental school
of university of Thessaloniki” short documentary film, “He and she”, short film, “PAP”, stop
motion animation film (2018, Taratsa film festival).
Since 2019 she has been a member of the Laboratory Teaching Staff in the field of Film Editing
at the School of Film Studies of A.U.TH.

Nuno Veiga, Carnival of Resistance, Portugal 2019, 6.42

People marched in London on 13 July 2018 in opposition to Donald Trump’s UK visit. Words by
Noam Chomsky in the United Nations University, November 5th 2016 Barcelona.
BIO: Born in Viseu, Portugal, 1979. Nuno Veiga is a multidisciplinary artist based in London,
whose practice includes sound art, acting, theatre direction, video art, installations, teaching
and arts facilitation. Graduated in Theatre Studies from the University of Evora in Portugal in
2006, and have been working in professional arts contexts since 2001. In Portugal he worked as
an actor, sound designer and teacher with various institutions including the National Theatre,
Karnart, Balleteatro Professional School, Antena 2 (National Radio Broadcast) and several
educational institutions. In 2011, moved to London where he continued to work as an actor,
audio visual designer and arts facilitator, collaborating with various companies and institutions,
including: Resonance Radio, London College of Fashion, Young Vic, Royal Academy of Dramatic
Art, Soho Theater, Knot Theory, Hide Tide, Spare Tire, Absolute Theater, Battersea Arts Center,
Rare Salt and The Playground Rambert. Also collaborated with the Edinburgh International
Festival as a sound designer and sound consultant. As an arts facilitator worked with a variety
of community groups including at-risk youth, elderly, learning difficulties, and more. As an
Associate Artist at Spare Tire developed several projects with voiceless communities.
Sound improviser, developing his own solo projects and collaborating on other improvisationbased projects such as NoiD, Cojones Spirituales, SKRONK, Ar|ra and Fuck Popopx 2.
Nuno Veiga´s work has been released in Portugal, Italy, USA and UK.

Hamza Kirbas, Suspended, Turkey 2019, 4.33

A video study called “Suspended” explores the emptying and suspending of the contents of the
concepts that are important to human life. Although these concepts vary from society to
society, some of them are of universal importance and concern not only people, but also all
living and non-living beings. This video shows that the concept of freedom, equality and Justice
has been suspended. These concepts are illustrated in the International Sign Language
“Gestuno”. The duration of the ‘’Suspended’’ video is 4 ’33”, this time John Cage 4′ 33″ has a
reference to the work.

BIO: Hamza Kirbas (TR) born 1992, graduated from the University of Batman, Faculty of fine
arts, Painting department. He continued his education at the University of Silesia Faculty of Fine
Arts, Graphics Department, Poland. He was a Nominee at the 2018 By Warsteiner Blooom
Award, Düsseldorf, 2018, GER. VeniceLands ArtPrize received the Critics Award, 2019, Venice,
ITA. His work was included in many exhibitions and Biennials in Turkey as well as in the United
Kingdom, New York, Baja California, Colombia, Malta, Hungary, Sao Paulo, Poland, France,
Germany, Spain, Finland, Hong Kong, Ecuador, Greece and Italy.

___________________________________________________________________________

Video Art Miden is an independent organization for the exploration and promotion of video
art. Founded by an independent group of Greek artists in 2005, it has been one of the earliest
specialized video-art festivals in Greece, setting as basic aims to stimulate the creation of
original video art, to help spread it and develop relevant research.
Through collaborations and exchanges with major international festivals and organizations, it
has been recognized as one of the most successful and interesting video art platforms
internationally and as an important cultural exchange point for Greek and international video
art. Miden screening programs have traveled in many cities of Greece and all over the world,
and they are hosted by significant festivals, museums and institutions globally.
(*Miden means “zero” in Greek)
Art direction: Gioula Papadopoulou - Margarita Stavraki
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